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HAND KNITS, ACCESSORIES AND DOG SWEATERS MADE TO ORDER BY 

INDEPENDENT ARTIST AND AUTHOR:  L.D. SARGENT 
 

 

San Francisco, California — FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE.  When L.D. Sargent approached mid-life 

she was laid off her administrative city job after more than a decade with no competitive skills in today’s 

job market.  What did she do?  A) Run the streets naked with arms flailed screaming for Jesus like 

someone stole her purse.  B) Focused on her talents in knitting, and crocheting and built a crafts/fashion 

website to sell her goods.  The answer: both A and B, although, thankfully L.D. was NOT naked.    

 

Introducing LorrieKNITS! crafts website created by L.D. (Lorrie D.) Sargent.  Lorrie makes items then 

places them on her website to sell.  Lorrie only has two hands, therefore, all items are Made-to-Order 

on a first come first serve basis.  Each accessory item takes at the most two weeks to complete: includes 

production, washing, blocking and assembly.  LK also features LK SHAGGY CHIC COUTURE, dog 

sweaters with design or without for male & female dogs.  And LK SHAGGY RAGGY CHIC 

COUTURE, dog sweaters with a combination of customers’ old clothing that is added to the knitted 

garment.  LK dog sweaters take at the most three weeks to complete: includes production, washing, 

blocking and assembly.  Dog sweaters are made for small and medium-sized dogs, however, if your 

Rottweiler is anemic and a fashion-ista, Lorrie will happily oblige.  Yarns used: Virgin wool; acrylic-

blend and cotton.  LK welcomes High-End clientele & hand knit branding requests.  Coming soon to 

LorrieKNITS! LK Music: “Music to Knit & Crochet By” and, LK Style 40/50, “Fashion at Mid-Life.” 

 

About L.D. Sargent   

L.D. (Lorrie Denise), is a San Francisco, California native/resident and self-proclaimed “artistic drama 

queen.”  L.D. endured the challenges of adolescent bullying and being labeled an “uncool weirdo” for 

crocheting her clothes in Middle School and High School.  Rather than allow life’s challenges to get 

the best of her L.D. found her way with her crafts website and her author website, (www.ldsargent.com.)  

L.D.’s motto is and will be for the rest of her life, “success, in any form, is the ONLY option!”   
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San Francisco, Ca.  
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